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CRUSER STEM Initiatives
by Lisa Trawick
An objective of  both SECNAV and the 
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of  scientists and engineers.  Science, 
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A core element of CRUSER, in addition to promoting 
synergistic research, is its emphasis and commitment to 
supporting education in robotics. Not only do we seek 
to educate our rising military leaders and thinkers, 
but we also wish to foster future generations via 
STEM outreach activities. From commands to 
classrooms, CRUSER carries education to the fore.
Dr Timothy H Chung                                      
CRUSER Director Education & Research
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STUDENT RESEARCH:  IN-PROGRESS
LT MATTHEW PAWLENKO
DERIVATION OF RIVER BATHYMETRY USING IMAGERY FROM UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES
Depth derivation from imagery is nothing new.  Utilizing satellite imagers, radiance values, and radiative transfer 
concepts, depths can be derived for near-shore, coastal environments, given the right conditions.  Although not 
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versus river width, and satellite orbit versus area of interest.  A method for overcoming these issues is the use of 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to collect this imagery.  Most units requiring river depths for safe navigation either 
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determining depths, or as secondary tasking while transiting from one point to another.  RGB values from these images 
can then be used to derive depths using very minimal in-situ information on the area of interest.  This research involves 
using these RGB values and very few in-situ measurements to test two different methods for deriving river depths.  The 
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the feasibility of using a simple look-up table that relates pixel intensity to an actual depth.  Time allowing, other areas 
related to this topic will be investigated.  One such area would determining what the maximum error tolerances are in 
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suspended sediment are on the accuracy of the depth derivation.  Another item would be to determine which imagery 
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